Queensland gained revenge after a whirlwind Trask ton

JORDAN GERRANS

An unbeaten ton from star top-order batsman Cameron Trask has delivered Queensland a big victory on the opening day of the National Indigenous Cricket Championships in Alice Springs.

The win will offer Queensland’s a slice of revenge after Western Australia beat them in a last-over comeback in the final of the 2015 edition of the tournament.

Queensland are without veteran Preston White, who was named Player of the Tournament last year and Trask picked up the slack nicely as he led his side to victory.

A member of the 2015 Black Caps squad, Trask notched 111 from 140 balls yesterday morning against the defending champions.

In his 178 minutes at the crease, Trask worked 10 boundaries and hit two sixes after his skipper Worrin Williams decided to have a bat on the opening day.

Queensland’s Cameron Trask led the way with 111 runs during yesterday’s match against WA during day one of the 2016 National Indigenous Cricket Championships in Alice Springs.

Queensland chased down a healthy South Australian total to win their first game of the NICC.

In the morning session, 5A were bowled out for 171 before Kristian Nikolai (59) helped Tasmania chase down the total within 33 overs.

At Albrecht Oval, New South Wales encountered a disappointing Victoria as they chased 255 to win.

A bag of 5-7 from NSW bowler Ben Pattinson saw Victoria rolled for just 55 in reply.

The Northern Territory began their NICC with a T20 game against NSW this morning at Jim McConville Oval.

They will also take on Queensland in their afternoon match.

Another Territorian, Tom Andrews is expected to bat this morning.

Weatherald ton puts SA on top
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